Detailed information on the “Advanced International Experience” (Summer Semester)

Steps to be taken in the semester in which you want to write the exam:
I. Pre-registration for exam
II. Upload required documents (prerequisite to attend the „Online Modul“ / exam)
III. Wait for faculty’s approval (TUMonline) and write exam

01.04.:
I. Pre-Registration for the Exam in TUMonline (https://campus.tum.de/tumonline)

30.06.:
II. Upload documents for International Experience in the Online-Application-Tool (https://ie.wi.tum.de)

30.08.:
Checking uploaded documents for International Experience

End of September:
III. Exam

Students’ task
Faculty’s task

Confirmation of registration to the exam (yes/no) in TUMonline
Detailed information on the “Advanced International Experience” (Winter Semester)

Steps to be taken in the semester in which you want to write the exam:

I. Pre-registration for exam
II. Upload required documents (prerequisite to attend the „Online Modul“ / exam)
III. Wait for faculty’s approval (TUMonline) and write exam

01.10. 31.12. 28.02.  End of March

I. Pre-Registration for the Exam in TUMonline ([https://campus.tum.de/tumonline](https://campus.tum.de/tumonline))

II. Upload documents for International Experience in the Online-Application-Tool ([https://ie.wi.tum.de](https://ie.wi.tum.de))

Checking uploaded documents for International Experience

Students’ task:
- Pre-registration for exam
- Upload required documents

Faculty’s task:
- Approval through TUMonline
- Confirmation of registration to the exam (yes/no)